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Abstract: In the early period Buddhist Education was restricted inside the religious communities and just 

for the individuals from the monasteries. In any case, later on it was available to the mass, even laypeople 

got extension to have instruction in the establishments known as monastries.  Buddhist Education turned 

out to be totally open and accepted individuals of varying backgrounds. The point of Buddhist Education is 

to change an incautious to insightful, monster hood to Buddha hood. Caste based discrimination was 

prevalent in India at the time when Buddha arrived. This separation was assigned to a person from the birth 

itself. Broadly speaking, at that time there were four divisions of whom Brahman was predominant. They 

delighted in privileges for strict preparation and instruction. However, other class of individuals were denied 

of these privileges by their strict and instructive privileges. Buddhism appeared in around 600 B.C. 

Buddhism and Jainism were branch-offs of Hinduism. As there was little change in their goals of life, the 

idea of training additionally experienced just a shift of accentuation. There was no water tight compartment 

in the domain of thought isolating Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism. They all contributed agreeably to 

the improvement of culture overall and their commitments to training were inseparably stirred up. The 

imaginative vein of the age was reflected in the field of training and culture. As knowledge became wide 

spread, quest for knowledge was also undertaken in a more scientific manner. The Buddhist Education 

presumably changed particularly in various nations and at various occasions. We get an important image of 

Buddhist training as it existed in India from the records left by specific Chinese Buddhist researchers, who 

visited India in the fifth and seventh hundreds of years of this period. The present research paper focuses on 

the purpose, curriculum and methodology of Buddhist education in India at that time. 
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Introduction:  

In the early period of Buddhist education, Buddhist Monasteries and in the later period Buddhist Universities 

assumed significant part in creating Buddhist Education. The principle point of Buddhist Education is to 

make a liberated person, a non-violent, an astute, moral, capable and peaceful man. Buddhist Education 

makes man prudent, humanist, coherent and liberated from strange notions. It is worth mentioning here that 
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Buddhist Education crossed Indian Sub-mainland and extended up to Sri Lanka, China, Korea, Japan, Tibet, 

Mongolia, Myanmar, Thailand, Cambodian, Laos, Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore, with the ascent and 

advancement of Buddhism in those nations. In those nations Buddhist Education has gained enormous 

headway with the incorporation of present day subjects in the schedule. With the ascent of Buddhism in 

India, there emerged many focuses of realizing which didn't exist previously. Buddhist priests could pick an 

existence of reflection in the jungle, or an existence of educating, lecturing, proliferating the Dharma 

because of the exercises of the showing priests, seats of learning emerged. These seats of devout learning 

(Pirivenas) step by step created and some of them turned out to be undeniable colleges. Therefore Buddhist 

India came to have five significant colleges which accomplished wide popularity. These five were namely, 

Nalanda, Vickramasila, Odantapuri, Jagadalala and Somapur.  

 

The Buddha's lessons on morals and carrying on with a decent life likewise stretched out to the domain of 

the social and political. He was somewhat revolutionary in numerous ways; taking into account all 

individuals as equivalent, he dismissed the position framework and didn't totally beat the ladies instruction 

down. He trained that states have the obligation to show others how its done to show individuals morals and 

to dispense with neediness by giving open doors to individuals to become prosperous. The Buddhist 

Education didn't totally suspend the vedic instruction. The fundamental embodiment of Buddhist schooling 

depended on vedic instruction where otherworldliness was the primary concentration. With this the 

distinction between vedic instruction and Buddhist schooling was cleared out and this was the notable 

advancement of training in India. The Core of Buddha's instructing the Buddha educating contains three 

significant focuses discipline, meditation and wisdom. Wisdom is the objective and profound meditation or 

focus in the critical interaction toward accomplishing wisdom. Discipline through noticing the statutes, is 

the strategy that assists one with accomplishing profound meditation; wisdom will then, at that point, be 

acknowledged normally. Buddha's whole educating as passed on in the sutras never truly leave from these 

three places. In the wake of getting training in the Buddhist schools, universities and colleges one can't do 

any foul play, lie, submit robbery, can't kill, can't be dependent in wine and make himself liberated from 

moral turpitude. In this manner understudies become liberated from avarice, desire, animosity and 

obliviousness. They followed eight crease way overwhelmingly. 

 

Purpose of Buddhist Education: 

It is obvious that during this period, the points of instruction were like those of Vedic age. Rather than 

accentuating otherworldly height, the pressure was laid on the advancement of character which included 

physical, moral, mental and scholarly turn of events; arrangement of moral person, which included in 

addition to other things, right lead, honesty, profound quality, devotion, modesty and great temperances. 

Also, strict instruction was given first concern and endeavors were made to accomplish Salvation or Nirvana 

through strict schooling. There was additionally arrangement for bestowing common and commonsense 

information alongside strict instruction. 
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The objective of Buddhist training is to achieve insight. In Sanskrit, the language of antiquated India, the 

Buddhist insight was called Anuttara-Samyak-Sambhodi meaning the ideal extreme insight. The Buddha 

instructed us that the primary goal of our training was to accomplish this extreme insight. The central point 

of Buddhist schooling is all over advancement of youngster's character. This incorporates his physical, 

mental, moral and scholarly turn of events. Different points of Buddhist Education are to make a liberated 

person, a wise, astute, moral, peaceful and non-violent man. Buddhist Education was totally open and 

accessible to individuals of varying backgrounds. The arrangement of Buddhist instruction pointed toward 

recovering our inherent nature. It additionally shows outright equity which originated from Buddha's 

acknowledgment that all aware creatures have this inborn insight and nature. Buddha's encouraging assists 

us with understanding that intrinsic, great, extreme insight .With astuteness, we can then tackle every one 

of our concerns and transform enduring into bliss. In the Buddhist period, religion was given first concern 

and schooling was bestowed through it. The central point of schooling was proliferation of religion and 

teaching of strict sentiments and instruction filled in as a mean to accomplish freedom or ‘nirvana’. 

Groundwork forever, there was an arrangement for conferring tediously and reasonable information 

alongside strict instruction with the goal that when the understudies entered ordinary life they might have 

the option to procure their vocation. 

 

In the early period Buddhist Education was restricted inside the monasteries and just for the individuals 

from the monastery. Be that as it may, later on it was available to all; even common man got degree to have 

schooling in those foundations. In current days Buddhist Education turned out to be totally open and 

accepted individuals of varying backgrounds. Buddhist Education rolled out progressive improvement in 

the general public. The Buddhists on the planet initially made Education open to all. The Core of Buddha's 

instructing contains three significant focuses, discipline, reflection and astuteness. Astuteness is the 

objective and profound reflection or focus in the vital cycle toward accomplishing intelligence. Discipline 

through noticing the statutes, is the strategy that assists one with accomplishing profound reflection; 

shrewdness will then, at that point, be acknowledged normally. Buddha's whole educating as passed on in 

the sutras never truly leave from these three places. Buddhist Education framework created based on a few 

fundamental standards. This schooling gave accentuation on the moral, mental and actual turn of events and 

furthermore to redirect the understudies towards the Sangha rules and guide them to adhere to it. The 

fundamental pressure was given to have an unmistakable thought of Tripitaka which comprises of Sutta 

Pitaka, Vinaya Pitaka and Abhidhamma Pitaka. The whole Tripitaka comprises of Buddhas lessons, 

message, reasoning and rules for the Bhikkhus and Bhikkhunies. The educational plan was mostly profound 

in nature. It was on the grounds that the central point of instruction was to accomplish freedom. So the 

investigation of the strict books was generally significant. This kind of educational program was implied 

distinctly for the priests. 
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Other than these turning, weaving, printing of the garments, fitting, outlining, bookkeeping, drugs, medical 

procedure and money were different subjects of Buddhist instruction. At the underlying stage mechanism 

of training was native language, later it included Pali and Prakrit and before very long Sanskrit likewise 

included as a mode of guidance. Particularly the Mahayana Teachers accomplished qualification in 

rehearsing Buddhism in Sanskrit. A unique Sanskrit Buddhist writing created. Notice might be made here 

that because of Nāgārjuna, Asanga, Vasubandhu, Shāntideva, Aryādeva and Candrakīrti Buddhist way of 

thinking and writing gained gigantic headway through Sanskrit. In later period as indicated by the interest 

of the general public and expert training, craftsmanship, form, engineering, medication likewise 

remembered for the prospectus. Buddhist Education emerged from the strict field and went out to help the 

humanity. 

 

Curriculum of Buddhist Education: 

Buddhist Education framework was based on a few essential standards. This schooling gave accentuation 

on the physical, moral and mental education of an individual while redirecting the person towards the 

Sangha rules and guide them to adhere to it. The principle stress was given to have an unmistakable thought 

of Tripitaka which comprises of Sutta Pitaka, Binoy Pitaka and Abhidhamma Pitaka. The whole Tripitaka 

comprises of Buddhas lessons, message, reasoning and rules for the Bhikkhus and Bhikkhunies. The 

curriculum was predominantly otherworldly in nature. It was on the grounds that the main point of training 

was to achieve salvation. So the investigation of the strict books was generally significant. This sort of 

curriculum was implied distinctly for the priests. Other than these turning, weaving, printing of the garments, 

fitting, portraying, bookkeeping, prescriptions, medical procedure and money were different subjects of 

Buddhist instruction. At the underlying stage mechanism of schooling was native language, later it included 

Pali and Prakrit and before very long Sanskrit additionally included as a vehicle of guidance. In later period, 

as indicated by the interest of the general public and expert instruction, workmanship, mold, design, 

medication likewise remembered for the schedule. Buddhist Education emerged from the strict field and 

went out to help the humankind. 

 

There were two sorts of training essential and advanced education. In essential instruction, basic read-write 

and arithmetic were taught and in advanced education religion theory Ayurveda, military preparation was 

incorporated. Everybody was allowed to pick his subject with practically no limitation. Professional 

schooling was not disregarded during the Buddhist System of instruction. The priests of Vihar were shown 

turning, weaving and sewing all together that they meet their own needs for the attire. They were shown 

design also. Schooling in design empowered them to develop new Vihars or fix the old ones. Likewise the 

householders following Buddhism yet residing outside Vihar were given preparation in various sort of and 

furthermore acquire their occupation. It is to be referenced that Buddhist Educational Syllabus included 

Vedic subjects too. In this manner contrast of Buddhist and Vedic Education cleared out and joined together. 

This was a noteworthy improvement throughout the entire existence of Education in India. Since the boss 

ideal of Buddhist training was the accomplishment of Nirvana or Salvation, instruction was completely 
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soaked with religion and it was profound basically. However the investigation of religion prevailed the 

whole society at this point one ought not gather the end that there was no arrangement for down to earth and 

specialized instruction. In this period India had denoted a high water level of advancement in Literature, 

Philosophy, Arts, Commerce, Agriculture and the Methods of fighting. The primary subjects of Buddhist 

training were Spinning, Weaving, Printing of the fabric, Tailoring, Accountancy, Painting, Ayurveda, 

Surgery and so forth The Primary grade instruction pointed toward showing 3 R’s (Perusing, Writing, 

Arithmetic). Yet, the advanced education including instructing in Religion, Philosophy, Medicine, Military 

Science, and so forth for picking various subjects. Rank qualification was not a bar. Other than these 

subjects, various expressions and artworks additionally framed a fundamental piece of the curriculum. The 

accompanying expressions were shown sick various establishments Elephant legends, Magic charms, 

Spells, Hunting, Spell for understanding the calls of the multitude of animals. Bows and arrows, human 

expressions of Prognostication, Sarpa Vidya, Medicine and so forth Understudies could represent 

considerable authority in any of these expressions. Taxila was the focal point of instruction in these Arts and 

Sciences. Both hypothetical just as useful parts of schooling were similarly stressed. 

 

It is obvious from the composed record of Chinese explorer, Fa-Hien, that the Brahmanical arrangement of 

schooling was additionally famous in the fifth century A.D. The information on Sanskrit was essential for 

advanced education. So Fa-Hien needed to stay at Pataliputra for quite a long time for procuring satisfactory 

information in Sanskrit. As every one of the significant Buddhist works have been written in Pali, the Pali 

and other local dialects were likewise well known during the period. Nonetheless, there was an agreeable 

mix of the two seculars and otherworldly parts of instruction. Hiuen-Tsang, another Chinese explorer has 

cited the 'case of Nalanda, relating to advanced education, where Buddhist Philosophy, the writing, the Yoga 

and other otherworldly sciences were instructed. The organization at Vikramashila acquired name and 

notoriety for conferring educating in Logic (Tarka Shastra) and Jurisprudence (Nyaya Shastra). As 

referenced before, the Buddhist framework had not overlooked word related and specialized parts of 

training. The priests in the cloisters were at freedom to procure capability in different expressions and 

specialty. Jivaka, an incredible doctor and specialist of that age, procured significant information and ability 

in the activity of mind and digestive organs. Comparatively Charak, properly known as the Father of 

Ayurveda, was a result of this age. The focal point of clinical science was Taxila, which pulled in 

understudies from all over. Other than Ayurveda, the majority were prepared in numerous valuable 

specialties, expressions design and in such occupations as agribusiness, business, bungalow industry, 

creature cultivation and so on similarly as individuals of the vedic period got offices of preparing in these 

occupations. 
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Teaching Methodology: 

During the period the craft of teaching  had significantly grown, yet it had not arrived at the majority as 

respects its pragmatic use. Subsequently, the strategy for guidance was basically oral as it was during the 

vedic age. The understudies used to get familiar with the substance of various topic through repetition. As 

the two preceptors and the students were dwelling in the religious communities, the preceptor had response 

to coordinate strategy in educating. A preceptor used to recommend an example to the understudy's and the 

student was learning the illustration by heart. In the wake of finding out the understudy s understanding of 

a specific example the preceptor continued with additional illustration. Thinking, contemplation and self-

study were properly accentuated. In viharas and ascetic schools Hetu Vidya or Inductive technique for 

rationale was taken on and through this strategy the keenness of the understudies was prepared. 

Conversations, talks and argumentations were additionally coordinated intermittently on various strict and 

philosophical subjects. To prepare the students in the specialty of bantering all along of their scholastic 

vocation, there was arrangement for infrequent conversation among the adherents of various religions. 

 

For the scholarly advantage of the understudies at times, experts on religion and reasoning were welcome 

to convey chats and debate on various points. Plus, invigorating climate was accommodated enlarging the 

psychological skyline of the understudies and for creating lucidity of vision for tackling complicated issues 

of life. To give a reasonable and down to earth shape to what the students had realized at the religious 

schools, the understudies used to embrace the excursion starting with one spot then onto the next toward the 

finish of their scholarly profession. Moreover, Buddhist Period discussions and periodical social events were 

coordinated. Priests from various monastries were partaking in the conversations and conveying discourses 

on philosophical and strict points. Understudies were likewise urged to partake in these gatherings for 

expanding their insight considerably. Concerning specialized schooling in mainstream science, expressions 

and specialties, the showing technique was indistinguishable with that of Brahmanical instruction. 

Understudies were given training through both hypothetical and useful techniques. After finish of the 

hypothetical review the students were serving a term of apprenticeship under a few master craftsmans for 

getting pragmatic information and expertise in expressions and specialties. 

 

The centres were well organized and Buddhist education was imparted in monasteries and Vihara which 

were fit places for that purpose. Moreover, the Cosmopolitan-Buddhist education was free from the ills of 

caste system. The Bhikshus led a simple life of austerity and simplicity. The education was comprehensive 

and focused on physical, mental as well as spiritual development of the learner. The disciple was spread 

uniformly as even the teachers had to lead a disciplined life. Also, most of the scholars agree to the fact that 

Buddhist education helped to gain international importance. It was also a major cause for the development 

of cultural exchange between India and other countries of the world. However, Buddhist education did not 

properly cover occupational, industrial and technical education and lacked several major aspects of the. 

Also, it gave severe blow to the social development because it derided family ties. Leaving their family life 

Buddha Bhikshus devoted their whole lives to sangh and Buddhism. 
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Conclusion: 

To conclude, we can say that Buddhist schooling assumed a significant part in the advancement of Indian 

Education. It was Buddhism which interestingly broke the predominance of Brahmanism which was 

common in the general public around then. Buddhism carried the wide range of various stations to the 

standard to achieve instruction similarly with Brahmans, in this manner endeavored in breaking the intense 

grasp of caste system pervasive in India at that time. They likewise didn't totally neglect the education of 

women. They conceded Bhikunnis in their vihars and in this way rescued ladies once again from their home 

to get training and worked for their upliftment. Besides it was Buddhism that chipped away at to build elite 

colleges to create and spread schooling just as proliferated their religion with its assistance. India turned 

into a focal point of learning for the unfamiliar understudies also attributable to the excellent of these 

colleges. Buddhism likewise made an offset with the Vedic schooling as it didn't totally outmatched it and 

subsequently it made a sweet connection among Hinduism and Buddhism. 
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